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Deep image prior-based Recon (DIPRecon)

• Proposed solution:
• Train a network without training pairs, but only the prior image 

from the same patient;
• Embed the network training into reconstruction process.

• Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are effective methods to 
improve medical image quality

• Challenges:
• Need large training data. Raw data needed for image 

reconstruction tasks;
• In multi-modality imaging, prior information from the same 

patient is available. How to make use of this information?

Kuang Gong et al. "PET image reconstruction using deep image prior." IEEE 
transactions on medical imaging (2018).



§ Change    to be the output of a network            ,

• is the input to the network. Here we use patient’s prior information as 
input.

• are the parameters of the network, trained during reconstruction.

Method
§ For image reconstruction inverse problems, 

• Based on the distribution of the measurement data:



Simulation Results



Simulation Quantification

Gray Matter Region Tumor Region

• The proposed method can have higher CRC than the kernel method 
for the tumor regions, and higher CRC than the dictionary learning 
method for the gray matter regions.



Clinical Data Results



Clinical Data Quantification

Tumor region



Software aspects
• Solved using MAP-EM algorithm. 

• Projectors written in C++, based on stored system
matrix, warped using Matlab mex

• MAP-EM algorithm written in Matlab

• Network training, solved using L-BFGS algorithm. 
• TensorFlow environment
• L-BFGS algorithm is based on scipy library. TensorFlow

provides interface to use scipy library.

Issues: Need to save the intermediate results to hard disk.



Introduction: MAPEM-Net

• Challenges:
• Difficult to calculate PET fidelity item analytically as MR
• PET is fully 3D: GPU memory and speed concerns.

• Unrolled neural network
• Treat the iterative recon as a network (Gregor and LeCun 2010) 
• Has been applied to medical image reconstruction (Sun et al 2016, 

Adler and Öktem 2017)

• Proposed solution:
• Embed commonly used MAP-EM algorithm as network data-

fidelity module.
• 3D CNN and 3D distance-driven projector.
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Kuang Gong et al. “MAPEM-Net: an unrolled neural network for Fully 3D PET 
image reconstruction.” 15th Fully 3D meeting. Vol. 11072, 2019.



• Using gradient descent method, the update of the penalized 
reconstruction, 

• Suppose gradient of            can be replaced by a CNN (Romano et 

al 2017), previously we have proposed an unrolled network based 
on gradient descent (EM-Net) (Gong et al 2019)

Method

CNN Spatial adaptive step 
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• Gradient function contains high-frequency components. 
• The CNN should be easier to represent  the smooth operation 

instead of a gradient function.



• Inspired by the plug-and-play framework (Venkatakrishnan et al 2013), we 
first transfer the original penalized reconstruction to constrained 
format,

Method

Ø Replace subproblem 1 (proximal operator) by a CNN.

subproblem 1 

subproblem 2 

Ø Embed subproblem 2 (penalized recon) into network training.

ADMM algorithm
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Method

• The overall unrolled neural network structure is as follows:

• In the comparison, the U-Net with the same number of trainable 
parameters was used as a reference method.
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• 8 unrolls, 2 MAP EM steps were run.
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Software aspects

• Memory Concern: Avoid sinograms in the network graph, use 
MAP-EM algorithm.

Ø Embed subproblem 2 (penalized recon) into network training.

o Backpropagation:

The only module contains P and 
sinograms.
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o Apply optimization transfer to           as in EM algorithm. 

o Only images in the network graph.



Ø Embed subproblem 2 (penalized recon) into network training.

• Speed Concern: 
o System matrix-based projector are slow: frequently loading 

system matrix into memory.
o Multi ray tracing-based on-the-fly: trade off between speed 

and aliasing artifacts.
• Distance-driven projectors were used (written in cuda as

Tensorflow customer layer).
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Distance driven Multi-ray tracing
(2 x 2 lines per LOR)

Similar speed

Software aspects



Software aspects summary

• Unlike MR recon (FFT based), unrolled neural network approach
for PET recon is much more challenging

• Fast and accurate projector
• Forward and backward projection should be less than 1s
• Accurately model PET physics, single-ray tracing is not

enough
• Avoid sinograms in the network graph

• Fully 3D image already takes a lot of memory, try to avoid
sinograms

• More efforts needed to develop this unrolled approach for
PET reconstruction.



Thank you for your listening!


